
Lake George Reflection (1921-1922) by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th 
century American artist) - Georgia was born and raised in 
Wisconsin in the late 1880s. Her parents were dairy farmers with 
seven children. Living in the country nurtured a love of  nature in 
her. Georgia fell in love with art at a young age and took 
watercolor lessons. Two grandmothers and two sisters also 
enjoyed painting. 
  
     Her family moved to Virginia in the early 1900s. After she 
graduated from high school, Georgia attended art school in 
Chicago. Her talent was recognized early on. She studied art in 
New York and attended a prestigious art school in Lake George, 
New York, the inspiration for this painting. Georgia’s career in 
art kept getting sidetracked by illness. She took a year off  to 
recover from typhoid fever and, just when things were taking off, 
she returned to Virginia to care for her mother who was dying of  
tuberculosis. When she did go back to Chicago, she had to 
support her family as a commercial artist. Georgia came down 
with measles and went home to recover. She could not paint for 
four years because the smell of  turpentine made her sick. 

     This oil on canvas appears to a landscape as a reflection of  
Lake George where she studied art with the masters. The blue 
sky flows with the rolling blue water and the green rolling hills 
match with their reflection. Long, parallel lines of  blue, white, 
and black fade into a purple haze, creating perspective. The 
round trees causes us to question whether or not it is a reflection 
which causes us to wonder if  it really is a landscape. Georgia 
displayed it as a portrait so that the the abstract curves and lines 
pushed up vertically. Perhaps, the colors can be seen as the inside 
of  the stem of  a flower which became her signature theme.

Red Canna (1924) by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th century American 
artist) - What does an artist do when she cannot paint with her 
favorite medium (oils) ? When Georgia recovered from the 
measles, she could not stand the smell of  turpentine which is 
used to clean paint brushes. She took more watercolor classes 
and studied Japanese printmaking which inspired her to simplify 
her art and create smooth lines and curves that flowed. 
  
     Georgia also became an art teacher. She taught at her high 
school alma mater. A couple of  years later she turned her back 
on the New York City art scene to be closer to nature and 
isolated from the distractions of  urban life. She accepted a 
teaching job at Columbia College in Columbia, South Carolina! 
In her free time, she turned her back on realistic paintings of  
flowers. She began to explore the abstract shapes of  flowers 
drawn in flowing charcoal lines. Out of  that experiment 
bloomed, her vividly drawn flowers. 
  
     This oil on canvas is an example of  her abstract depiction of  
flowers—intense colors, fluid lines, and extreme close-up views of  
the inside. \Imagine shrinking yourself  to the size of  an ant and 
walking inside a red canna flower. Her brushstrokes are smooth 
and silky like a soft petal. Waves and frills of  color flow one into 
another, almost like watercolors do. The dark, bold colors at the 
bottom—oranges, crimson, and magenta—and, as the lines 
thrust up, the colors become lighter and lighter—apricots, pinks, 
and pearly whites. The vivid colors point to life and energy. 
Georgia depicted a flower as its own world—a place to enter and 
explore. Shading hints at some depth but the painting is abstract 
enough not to be realistic.



Black Cross with Stars and Blue (1929) by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th 
century American artist) - Georgia O’Keeffe had grew up in 
Wisconsin and finished high school in Virginia. She studied art in 
Chicago and New York City. While teaching at Columbia 
College in South Carolina, she made some charcoal sketches and 
her abstract style caught the attention of  a photographer in New 
York. Before long, her work was being exhibited there. Never 
content to stay put, she traveled to New Mexico where she 
eventually settled down for good. Just as the flowers of  South 
Carolina flowed into her art, so did the vistas of  New Mexico. 

     This oil on canvas painting is one of  many that positions a 
black cross over the landscape of  this southwestern territory. 
While the Spanish explored the southwestern United States, they 
left many missions and Catholic churches in their trail. The stark 
black crosses with open skies and purple hills as a backdrop left 
an impression on Georgia. She wrote, “I saw the crosses so often
—and often in unexpected places—like a thin dark veil of  the 
Catholic Church spread over the New Mexico landscape,” and 
“One evening when I saw living in Taos we walked back of  the 
morada toward a cross in the hills… The cross was large enough 
to crucify a man… It was in the late light and the cross stood out 
— dark against the evening sky.” 

    Georgia memorialized the beginning of  her walk by painting 
the first with a purple evening sky and the ending by painting a 
blue sky with stars. The viewer of  the cross is standing below it so 
that its head and arms are surrounded by sky. The smoothness of  
the paint and colors do not make the painting appear flat 
because the cross in the foreground is so large, the dark horizon 
line between grass and hills and the white outline of  the hills.

Back of  Marie’s No. 4 (1931) by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th century 
American artist) - When Georgia O’Keeffe visited New Mexico 
in the late 1930s, she was so inspired. She said in an interview,   
“I saw the country from the hill up there… The road went high 
over the hill and I looked out over the valley, and the red hills and 
these cliffs go quite a distance—and nobody was there.” She was 
drawn to nature and isolated places and New Mexico offered 
plenty of  both. Georgia visited for several summers and 
eventually bought a ranch in a small town about an hour’s drive 
north of  Santa Fe. 

     Georgia befriended a rancher in New Mexico and, in the 
early 1930s, she made several oil paintings of  the view from the 
ranch. Just as Monet became known for his water lilies and van 
Gogh for his sunflowers, O’Keeffe became known for her flowers 
and New Mexico. She paired large abstract paintings of  flowers 
with a background of  red hills. Her simple, refined paintings of  
the southwest are her deep personal response to the wide and 
high desert. 

     This painting depicts layers of  color to show areas in the 
landscape. Some artists let sky and land share space on their 
canvas but Georgia loved the land more. On top lies only a thin 
layer of  cerulean blue dots with white clouds. Contrasted with 
that thick layer of  mountains, crinkled with deep crevices and 
hints of  red clay. While the shadows give an appearance of  
perspective, the darkness of  the mountains, which should be 
lighter, tower over the other features. The middle layer, also thick, 
are red hills that Georgia especially loved and a thin layer of  
white sand hills. The lowest layer features spring green trees and 
sliver of  land.



Blue Morning Glories (1935) by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th century 
American artist) - On her first visit to New York, Georgia met an 
important photographer named Alfred Stieglitz. He helped her 
find a place to live and work as an artist and introduced her to 
the art world. He setup exhibitions of  her work and she began to 
sell her works for a high price. They become close friends and, 
even though he was much older, they married. 

     The first five years of  their marriage were busy and then they 
struggled. Georgia felt so flat that she did not have the heart to 
travel or paint for about five years. Finally, she spent the summer 
in New Mexico and the dramatic landscape of  the high desert 
caused her art to bloom anew. When people think of  Georgia 
O’Keeffe, flowers come to mind. Of  her 2,000 plus paintings, 
only 200 were flowers. The rest show landscapes, leaves, rocks, 
shells, and bones. 

     Georgia painted Blue Morning Glories that summer. While the 
flowers are mainly cool colors (blue and purple), the yellow 
warms it up. She leaves the viewer wondering because the flower 
in the foreground is lighter and normally the background is 
lighter to give a picture perspective. There seem to be shadows 
on the flower in the background but what is blocking the light is 
not known. These unusual choices plus the smooth shift in 
shading and the lack of  brushstrokes give the flowers an abstract 
feeling. Since morning glories bloom for only one day, could the 
flower in the foreground be the bloom, bright and lovely in the 
morning? Could the darker bloom be tracking the sun’s 
movement overhead and the dark colors hinting at the bloom’s 
death at the end of  the day?

Deer's Skull with Pedernal (1936) by by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th 
century American artist) - Georgia O’Keeffe traveled to New 
Mexico for the first time in 1929. She hired a guide and pack 
mules to help her explore the land. Longing to be alone, she 
purchased a Ford Model A car, taught herself  to drive, and 
wandered through the wonders of  the dry land. She collected 
objects she found in the desert which she featured in her 
paintings. She explained her fondness in this way, “Such a 
beautiful, untouched lonely feeling place, such a fine part of  what 
I call the ‘Faraway’. It is a place I have painted before ... even 
now I must do it again.” 

     After that trip, she spent a part of  every year there, drawing 
inspiration in the high desert. She eventually settled on a place 
called Ghost Ranch in northern New Mexico. She loved the 
property so much that she bought a seven-acre sliver of  Ghost 
Ranch in 1940. Her little house in the desert was perfect for 
summer vacations but too rustic to weather winter. Because she 
longed for a garden to tend and a warm home, she also bought a 
house in the nearby village. She moved there for good after her 
husband died in 1946. 

     O’Keeffe painted this oil on canvas of  the distinctive flat-
topped mountain named Pedernal. She could sit in her patio and 
gaze at that view from her home in Ghost Ranch. She joked, “It’s 
my private mountain. It belongs to me. God told me if  I painted 
it enough, I could have it.” In this painting, the mountain is far, 
far away in the lower part of  the background. A deer skull with 
elegantly curving antlers hung on a weathered pinyon pine tree 
dominates the foreground. A limb reaches out like a hand 
welcoming viewers to the desert. The blue sky fills the rest of  the 
background and peeks through the eye sockets of  the skull.



My Backyard (1937) by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th century American 
artist) - Today we are used to abstract art that focuses on color 
and shape rather than painting things exactly as they are seen. 
When Georgia O’Keeffe began her art career, abstract art didn’t 
really exist. She was one of  the pioneers of  this modern style 
which was a brave thing for her to do. There were not many 
women in the field and sticking to a traditional path might have 
seemed sensible. Her daring move paid off  in the long run—she 
pioneered a new art form and became one of  the highest paid 
female artists in America. She didn’t pursue abstract art for the 
money because, in her words, “I found I could say things with 
color and shapes that I couldn't say any other way—things I had 
no words for.”  

     This oil painting of  the desert scenery in her backyard gives a 
soft, dreamy view of  the red hills that dominate much of  her 
work. Like Monet with his lilies and van Gogh with his various 
series, O’Keeffe was drawn to painted repeatedly to one subject: 
—the unique culture and scenery of  New Mexico. Morever, she 
could paint such views from her home as did Monet with his 
garden. She captured the changes in the cottonwood trees during 
the different seasons of  the year. Instead of  starkly carved 
crevices into the mountains, hers were loose and flowing with 
creamy colors. 

     Because O’Keeffe chose the Southwest as her main subject, 
her paintings are distinctly American. She explained, “One 
cannot be an American by going about saying that one is an 
American. It is necessary to feel America, like America, love 
America and then work.”

Two Pink Shells (1937) by Georgia O’Keeffe (20th century 
American artist) - The natural world fascinated young Georgia 
O’Keeffe. Her interest in shells began in Wisconsin, far from the 
call of  the ocean. She recalled, “When I was small and went to 
visit my O’Keeffe grandmother, I sometimes got into the parlor 
by myself  and would take a shell from the ‘whatnot,’ a set of  
fancy shelves between two windows. The shelves held many 
things I was not to touch but when I got in there alone I would 
take a shell from the whatnot and hold it close to my ear. I had 
been told that the sound I heard was the sound of  the sea—I had 
not heard the sea at that time but it was wonderful to me to listen 
to it in the shell. So when I grew up and went where there were 
shells I was always looking for them.”  

     Whenever she went on nature walks, she collected flowers, 
bones, shells, and leaves. Like flowers and leaves, shells showed 
up in her earliest paintings. Sometimes she realistically magnified 
them to enormous proportion and at other times she made an 
abstract mash-up of  her favorite things. Later in life, O’Keeffe 
reflected on shells as subject matter, “I have picked up shells 
along the coast of  Maine–farther south, in the Bermudas and 
Bahamas I found conch shells along the pure sandy beaches… 
Each shell was a beautiful world in itself… Even now, living in 
the desert, the sea comes back to me when I hold one to my ear.” 

     When some people claim that abstract artists do not know 
how to paint, show them the shells. She captured the subtle 
changes in shade of  pink and pearly pastel colors. Her careful 
brushstrokes capture the ridges and wavy edges of  the shells, 
which looks three-dimensional. They look so realistic that you 
want to reach out and touch the shiny inner shell.


